WHY THE CAT PERSECUTE THE RAT?
Since I was a child I have been heard that cats persecute the rats; the cat is
an animal considered sacred at the ancient Egypt and the Egypt’s Initiated
believed that these animals had extra sensorial power, or else, they respected so
much the cats and for this reason we can see statues of cats representing gods.
The rat, otherwise, is synonym of illness and dirty since the humanity pass
through the bubonic pest or “black pest”, when a lot of people die for a virus
transmitted from the rat. Nobody likes a rat running in their kitchen, although a
lot of people have a white rodent as a pet in their pocket. The rat is considered as
an enemy of the public health and the government of all countries spends a lot of
money to control its reproduction.
This funny analogy can be useful for us if we think about our commitment
in our personal lives. How many times we assume the posture of the cat,
persecuting our rats? Who persecute anyone, have a reason to do. The persecutor
study the persecuted, for a lot of reasons, maybe jealousy, or simply because he
can’t be so intelligent or empowered as his opponent.
Jesus taught exactly the opposite; “Love your enemies and do for them
whatever you want for you”. It’s difficult to practice this statement, and more
complicated for the persecutor if he was hearted in his proud.
The rat represents the oppressed people who lives escaping from their
enemies, or have not made efforts to avoid the temptations of the material world.
The rats never ask why, they only escape, from the others and from themselves;
they have not the sufficient courage to win their moral imperfections and they
open one door for the occult enemies disincarnated. How many times we can
consider ourselves as the rat’s behavior?
At the other side of the existence, we will meet all we have seeded and the
crop will be compulsory! We will be in front of who we prejudice and besides who
persecute us. The summary of our lives will be judged neither for a judge nor for
God but it will be judge in the court of our conscience; There are not severest law
then the memory; we can’t escape we can’t lie! Some spirits have special resources
to make us remember, even if we don’t want to admit our personal faults; as our
patient mentors they will show us fragments of our lives through fluidic videos,
recovered by the registers impressed at the universal time. No one can imagine
the necessary time to harmonize a failed soul. How many years moaning the past?
How many minutes revising the cruelty?
The rat and the cat are creatures, our friends at the Earth. They can teach us
a lot of lessons, funny lessons to improve our future!
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